
 
  

 

 

6 a day activities  

Cheshire & Warrington 

School Games NETWORK 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 

Walk for 5 minutes 

around the play-

ground. Count how 

many steps you do 

5 minutes skipping 

with a rope 

Play a ball game with a friend.  50 hops on each 

leg. Can you do 

more than 50 on 

each leg? 

100 skips 

with a rope 

Go for a 10  iute 

family walk  

Go for a family walk or  bike ride  

Skip for 1 minute. 

How many skips did 

you do? 

Yoga session Skipping with a rope: How 

many skips can you do in 30 

seconds? 

Skipping practise  10 minutes 

activity of 

your choice 

Play hopscotch or 

make up your own 

game using hop 

skip and jump 

Climb the stairs x 10  

How many laps of 

the daily mile route 

can you do in 10 

minutes?  

Jogging on the 

spot: 10 star 

jumps: 10 skips: 10 

hops on each leg  

Repeat 

Target practice! How many 

times can you get a bean bag in 

a hoop 2m away in 1 minute?  

Can you beat your score? 

Can you beat your friend’s 

score? 

HIITS workout 

  

Play a game 

of tag  

Build and         

complete an  

obstacle course 

(on a space       

hopper if you have 

one) 

Round the world 

How many times can you pass a ball 

around your waist in 1 minute? Try 

and beat your score? How long does 

it take you to get to 100? 

10 minutes activity 

of your choice  

Hula hoop practise. 

How many can you 

do in one minute? 

Pass a ball around your waist as 

many times as you can without 

dropping it 

10 minutes activity 

of your choice 

Play piggy in 

the middle 

How many goals 

can you score 

(choose which goal 

you want to use)  

  

Can you do the alphabet of shapes 

routine by memory? 

Play hopscotch Play throw and 

catch  

Play hide and seek with your 

friends 

Dance to your  

favourite music  

Learn a dance 

routine 

10 minute activity 

of your choice 

Hold a plank for as long as you can. 

Can you plank for at least 2 minutes? 

Yoga session Stretching session yoga session Alphabet of shapes 

routine 

Yoga session Alphabet of 

shapes routine 

Make a yoga video and ask your  

family  or a friend to complete it with 

you 

 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=youtube+yoga+for+kids&&view=detail&mid=0993ABCFFC85994FFFEF0993ABCFFC85994FFFEF&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Fun+HIIT+Workouts+for+Kids&&view=detail&mid=C1ADF254895B30B23709C1ADF254895B30B23709&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3DFun%2BHIIT%2BWorkouts%2Bfor%2BKids%26FORM%3DVDMHRS
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Fun+Kids+HIIT+Workout&&view=detail&mid=9B4F56297D8AA1E6A9DA9B4F56297D8AA1E6A9DA&rvsmid=6C1059D54C414BECC8426C1059D54C414BECC842&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Fun+Kids+HIIT+Workout&&view=detail&mid=9B4F56297D8AA1E6A9DA9B4F56297D8AA1E6A9DA&rvsmid=6C1059D54C414BECC8426C1059D54C414BECC842&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=youtube+yoga+for+kids&docid=608000037817680837&mid=0A1782775D96C635549E0A1782775D96C635549E&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=yoga+for+beginner&ru=%2fsearch%3fq%3dyoga&view=detail&mid=EE7A336DDBBC79F78335EE7A336DDBBC79F78335&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=tween+yoga+youtube&&view=detail&mid=BFFC07D8A55E1F5DBA62BFFC07D8A55E1F5DBA62&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Ly83tLNfu0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Ly83tLNfu0
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=yoga+for+beginner&ru=%2fsearch%3fq%3dyoga&view=detail&mid=6BA89434AAC7413A35136BA89434AAC7413A3513&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Ly83tLNfu0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Ly83tLNfu0

